In this paper, we use a known duality between expanding and contracting cosmologies to construct a dual of the inflationary flow hierarchy applicable to contracting cosmologies such as Ekpyrotic and Cyclic models. We show that the inflationary flow equations are invariant under the duality and therefore apply equally well to inflation or to cyclic cosmology. We construct a self-consistent smallparameter approximation dual to the slow-roll approximation in inflation, and calculate the power spectrum of perturbations in this limit. We also recover the matter-dominated contracting solution of Wands, and the recently proposed Adiabatic Ekpyrosis solution.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inflation [1] [2] [3] has been the most successful theory in explaining the early stages of the universe. It provides a simple explanation for why the universe is homogeneous and geometrically flat, solving the well-known horizon and flatness problems of the standard Big Bang. In addition, it provides natural dynamics to produce the primordial perturbations which are the the source of large-scale structure in the universe. The form of the primordial perturbations predicted by inflation are in good agreement with the observations of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies [4] [5] [6] . Despite its success, there are still unanswered questions about inflation, such as the issue of initial conditions, which have motivated the search for alternatives to inflation. The related Ekpyrotic and Cyclic scenarios [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] are two of the most widely discussed candidates for alternatives to inflation. Both of these models require a phase of slow contraction occuring before a bounce to an expanding phase. Other alternative proposals include String Gas cosmology [18, 19] , which postulates an early cosmological loitering phase, and Tachyacoustic cosmology [20] [21] [22] , which is a model with varying speed of sound.
In inflationary cosmology, perturbations are generated inside the Hubble volume at early times. As the universe goes through the phase of accelerated expansion, the comoving horizon shrinks and the perturbations stretch to super-horizon scales and "freeze out" to become classical perturbations. During the subsequent matter/radiation dominated era, as the Hubble Horizon grows, the perturbations fall back into the horizon. In contracting models such as Cyclic and Ekpyrotic cosmologies, perturbations are produced during a phase of contraction. The similar prediction of the two dynamically different models is based on the similar feature of both models, namely a shrinking comoving horizon. In inflation a shrinking comoving horizon is generated by a period of acceler- * Electronic address: whkinney@buffalo.edu † Electronic address: am248@buffalo.edu ated expansion whereas in cyclic and ekpyrotic models it is generated by a phase of quasi-static contraction.
In both cases, quantum perturbations that were once smaller than the horizon size exit the horizon and become classical. There is in fact a duality relating the inflationary and contracting cases which leaves the comoving horizon invariant. Therefore, for every inflationary model which predicts a nearly scale-invariant spectrum of perturbations, there exists a contracting model with the same prediction for perturbations.
This duality between contracting and expanding scenarios suggests that methods of studying the inflationary paradigm such as the inflationary flow formalism [23, 24] can be applied to contracting scenarios as well. The inflationary flow hierarchy is a convenient framework for surveying the parametric space of inflation in a modelindependent manner. After reviewing flow methods in inflation, we derive a dual to the inflationary flow hierarchy for contracting scenarios and show that the flow equations are invariant under the duality relating the two cases, and therefore can be employed to study the predictions of contracting scenarios in a model-independent way. After studying the background evolution we continue the discussion by investigating the cosmological perturbations in a contracting phase.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II we review the known duality between the contracting and expanding cosmologies, in Sec. III, after a short review of the inflationary flow hierarchy, we derive the dual flow hierarchy for the contracting models and show that the flow equations are invariant under this duality. Section IV is the study of cosmological perturbations in the case of a contracting universe. After deriving the general mode equations for perturbations, we solve the scalar and tensor mode equations for two approximate cases of dual analogs to power-law inflation and slow-roll inflation for the contracting case. We also show that the recently proposed "Adiabatic Ekpyrosis" scenario [17] is a special case of family of solutions to the dual flow equations. We conclude in section V.
II. DUALITY BETWEEN EXPANDING AND CONTRACTING COSMOLOGIES
A number of dualities have been proposed connecting expanding and contracting cosmologies. A duality proposed by Wands links an expanding inflationary universe with equation of state w = −1 to a contracting matterdominated universe, with equation of state w = 0 [25] . In both cases, a scale-invariant spectrum of curvature perturbations is generated. However, such contracting cosmologies are known to be unstable [26, 27] . Another duality proposed by Brustein et al. [28] is based on the effective action for cosmological perturbations, and likewise connects a stable expanding phase to an unstable contracting phase. In this paper, we concentrate on a third duality between expanding and contracting FriedmannRobertson-Walker (FRW) spaces first proposed by Boyle, et al. [29, 30] and extended to non-constant equation of state by Lidsey [31] . Under this duality, which exchanges the scale factor and Hubble parameter, the inflationary flow equations remain invariant, which we show in Sec. III. This property makes this duality especially useful, since it allows definition of a self-consistent dual analog to the slow roll approximation in inflation, and calculation of the corresponding perturbation power spectra.
Consider first the case of an expanding FRW space, with zero curvature and metric
where t is the coordinate time and the conformal time is defined by dτ = dt/a. The scale factor is increasing with time, so Hubble parameter in the expanding case is positive and determined by the Friedmann Equation
where M P ≡ m Pl / √ 8π is the reduced Planck mass, and ρ is the energy density of the cosmological fluid. The time dependence of the scale factor is determined by the equation of state p = wρ of the cosmological fluid via the Raychaudhuri Equation
In an expanding FRW space, w > −1/3 corresponds to decelerating expansion,ä < 0, and w < −1/3 corresponds to accelerating expansion (aka inflation),ä > 0. From the Friedmann and Raychaudhuri Equations, we have
The size of the cosmological horizon is set by the Hubble length H −1 , and in comoving units is given by
From Eq. (4), the comoving horizon evolves as
Therefore in the case of decelerating expansion, the comoving horizon grows with time,
and in the case of accelerating expansion, the comoving horizon shrinks,
For a shrinking comoving horizon, quantum modes with constant comoving wavenumber k are stretched to superhorizon scales and "freeze" as classical perturbations. As the equation of state approaches w = −1, the generated density perturbations approach a scale-invariant power spectrum.
We wish to construct a contracting cosmology which shares with inflation the property that the comoving horizon size shrinks with time, resulting in the generation of a spectrum of primordial superhorizon perturbations. In a contracting universe, the scale factor is decreasing with time, and the Hubble parameter is negative,
In the contracting case, the condition (4) is unchanged, which suggests a duality between expanding and contracting universes which exchanges the scale factor a and the expansion rate H
so that the comoving horizon (5) is invariant,
Here a tilde denotes a quantity in the contracting cosmology. Notice that the dual scenario is itself an expanding phase sinceH(φ) = a(φ) > 0, however time reversal results in a contracting phase. The equation of state transforms under the duality as
The comoving horizon in the contracting universe then evolves as
and
The contracting dual of inflation (w < −1/3) is theñ w > −1/3. This is the duality of Boyle, et al., who showed that forw = const., the primordial density perturbations produced in the contracting dual universe are identical to those produced in the corresponding inflationary universe. (Note that the contracting dual of the de Sitter limit of inflation, with w = −1, is the case of divergent pressure,w → ∞.)
In the next section we apply the above duality to general inflationary spacetimes, and show that there is a well-defined dual analog of the slow roll hierarchy for inflation.
III. A FLOW HIERARCHY FOR CONTRACTING FRW SPACES
In this section we define a dual analog for the inflationary flow equations [23, 24] , which make it possible to investigate cosmological dynamics in a model-independent manner. After a short review of the method of inflationary flow we show that the flow equations are invariant under the duality between the contracting and expanding scenarios and therefore can be applied equally well to the case of cyclic cosmology.
Consider a flat FRW space with energy density dominated by a single scalar field φ with Lagrangian
The equations of motion for the spacetime are given by the Friedmann and Raychaudhuri Equations, which for a homogeneous field φ are:
The equation of motion for the field φ is:
If the field evolution is monotonic in time, we can write the scale factor a (φ) and Hubble parameter H (φ) as functions of the field φ rather than time. Equations (17) and (18) can then be re-written exactly in the HamiltonJacobi form
We define an infinite hierarchy of "Hubble slow roll parameters" [32, 33] by taking successive derivatives of the Hubble parameter H with respect to the field φ:
where the prime denotes derivatives with respect to scalar field φ. We refer to this hierarchy as flow parameters.
The first flow parameter is related to the equation of state by:
where we have used Eq. (4). In an expanding universe, the comoving horizon shrinks for w < −1/3, or < 1, which is just the case of inflation. For an inflating universe, the scale factor increases quasi-exponentially, with the Hubble parameter H const. and
where N is the number of e-folds. The sign convention for N above means that N decreases with increasing time, and therefore measures the number of e-folds before the end of inflation. The number of e-folds N is related to the field φ by
where we choose the sign convention that √ has the same sign as H (φ),
We can then write the parameter as:
Similarly, taking derivatives of the flow parameters with respect to N we can generate an infinite set of differential equations relating the parameters:
Taken to infinite order, this hierarchy of flow equations completely specifies the evolution of the spacetime [23] : once the parameters (N ), η (N ) and so forth are known, the cosmological dynamics and scalar field potential are fixed via the Hamilton-Jacobi Equations (19) . We wish to construct a similar hierarchy of flow equations applicable to contracting universes, utilizing the duality discussed in Section II. Under the duality a ↔ H, the parameter transforms as:
From the definition of Hubble parameter we have:
so that the dual parameter˜ can be seen to be the inverse of the flow parameter ,
Under a ↔ H, the dual of the number of e-folds dN = −da/a is:
where we choose the sign convention that √˜ has the same sign as a (φ) and therefore the opposite sign as
The number of e-folds and its dual are related by:
so that we can write and˜ as:
Defining N as the logarithm of the comoving horizon size,
we see that N is invariant under the duality a ↔ H, and is related to N andÑ by:
In an inflating universe, the comoving horizon shrinks (dN /dN > 0) for < 1. Likewise, in a contracting universe, the comoving horizon shrinks for˜ < 1, so that˜ plays the same role in contracting universes that plays in expanding universes. We define the full hierarchy of dual flow parameters by replacing H (φ) in Eqs. (20) with
. . .
Comparing Eqs. (23) and (30), we see that the dual dÑ has exactly the same form as dN , so that the dual flow equations are identical to their counterparts in inflation:
This duality invariance of the flow equations means that for every inflationary potential, there exists an equivalent dual cyclic potential for which the comoving horizon has the same dynamics [29] . We can then define a dual analog of the slow-roll limit of inflation by taking˜ 1 andη 1, so that
and so forth, with higher order flow parameters small. The flow parameters can then be expressed approximately in terms of the potential by using the HamiltonJacobi Equations,
For the dual-slow roll limit˜ 1,
In the case of slow roll inflation, ∝ (H /H) 2 1 means that the Hubble parameter H and scale factor a evolve as:
In the dual limit˜ ∝ (a /a) 2 , we have a const.,
The dual limit of slow roll inflation is therefore a quasistatic contraction, with the scale factor nearly timeinvariant. Note that the potential in the cyclic dual to inflation must be negative. Differentiating Eq. (40) with respect to φ gives
where we have used the flow equations (37) and
Then, to lowest order in the flow parameters,
Using the first flow equation (37) , the second flow parameterη can be written in the dual-slow roll limit as:
This differs slightly from the "fast roll" parameter η defined in Ref. [11] , but is physically equivalent. We hesitate to adopt the terminology "fast roll" because the dual limit of slow roll inflation is not the limit ofφ 2 V (φ), but the highly tuned circumstance that the kinetic and potential contributions to the energy density almost exactly cancel. We will use the term dual-slow roll to describe this situation.
In this section, we have defined a dual flow hierarchy which is self-consistent to arbitrary order and which admits a dual analog of the slow roll approximation, applicable to cyclic cosmology. The dual version of the quasi-exponential expansion of inflation is a quasi-static contraction, with nearly constant scale factor. In both cases, the comoving horizon size is shrinking with time. The flow equations governing the evolution of the spacetime are invariant under the duality transformation. In the next section, we derive equations for cosmological perturbations in the case of a contracting universe.
IV. COSMOLOGICAL PERTURBATIONS A. Scalar power spectra
The scalar perturbations in a flat FRW cosmology with a single scalar field can be expressed in terms of a single gauge-invariant parameter. Two commonly used parameters are the Bardeen potential Φ, corresponding to the potential in Newtonian gauge, and the curvature perturbation ζ, corresponding to the curvature perturbation in comoving gauge. Assuming for simplicity p = wρ, with w = const., the gauge-independent variables ζ and Φ are not independent, but are related by:
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to conformal time. Ultimately, the physical variable which is most directly related to CMB perturbations is the Newtonian potential, i.e. the Bardeen potential Φ. In the case of inflation, it is conventional to express the perturbations in terms of ζ since it is conserved on superhorizon scales even when the equation of state is varying, which is not true for Φ. Let us consider the relation between the two gaugeinvariant potentials in more detail. For simplicity we again take the case of constant equation of state, w = const. For a flat FRW cosmology, the Friedmann and Raychaudhuri equations are written as:
where prime again denotes derivatives with respect to conformal time τ . Therefore, the scale factor a evolves as
There are two sets of expanding and contracting solutions:
• Expanding:
• Contracting:
The equation of motion for the Bardeen potential Φ is:
Using
we have
which in the long wavelength limit, k → 0, reduces to
This equation has two solutions:
Note that in an expanding universe, Φ 1 is always a decaying mode, regardless of w, since
In the case of inflation, w < −1/3 and τ is negative and tends towards zero. Therefore Φ 1 is again a decaying mode. Therefore, in an expanding cosmology, the physically relevant mode is the constant mode Φ 0 . Using Eq. (49), the transformation (47) becomes,
so that for Φ = Φ 0 = const., ζ and Φ have the simple relationship
Since ζ is conserved even when w is changing, we can calculate ζ during inflation, and then calculate the Bardeen potential Φ f in any later epoch with equation of state w f as [34] :
This is the standard lore for perturbations in inflation. The solution Φ 1 behaves quite differently in the case of a contracting universe;
Therefore from Eq. (56) Φ 1 is always a growing mode irrespective of w and is the mode of physical interest. Using Eq. (49), we have
From Eq. (47) it is then apparent that Φ 1 does not contribute to the curvature perturbation ζ. Therefore, in a contracting universe, the gauge-invariant variable ζ tracks only the subdominant mode of the Newtonian potential [26, 29] . In a contracting universe, we must also follow the Bardeen potential Φ. It is more convenient to work with two new parameters u and v which are related to Φ and ζ by [35] :
where z is given by:
The variables u and v are not independent, but are related by:
These transformation equations are equivalent to independent mode equations for u and v:
where θ = 1/z, k is the conformal wave number, and a prime denotes derivative with respect to conformal time dτ ≡ dt/a. We choose to work with a dimensionless parameter y instead of τ , defined as:
Writing
we obtain a differential relation between y and τ ,
so for the second derivative we have
From Eq. (64) and using contracting flow equations (37) we obtain θ /θ and z /z in terms of flow parameters
where
Substituting (72) and (71) into (67) we find
which are exact mode equations for u and v. In the following sections we solve the mode equations in three approximate limits: power law contraction, the dual-slow roll limit, and Adiabatic Ekpyrosis. In the power-law case, we also recover the matter-dominated contracting solution of Wands.
B. Power Law Case
In this section, we consider the dual analog to powerlaw inflation, which has the useful property that it is possible to solve exactly for both the background evolution and the perturbation. Power-law inflation corresponds to taking the first flow parameter to be exactly constant,
so that the Hubble parameter and scale factor evolve as:
The comoving horizon then evolves as:
which shrinks for < 1. It is straightforward to show that the scale factor evolves as a power law in time,
The dual of power-law inflation for the contracting case corresponds to taking the flow parameter˜ to be exactly constant,˜
which shrinks for˜ < 1. Eq. (80) can be simply solved for the scale factor as a function of the field φ,
Likewise, from Eq. (29), we have
so that the scalar field potential can be written using the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (39),
As in the case of inflation, the scale factor is a power law in time, and is the dual of Eq. (79),
To express the mode equations (74) in the power-law case, note that for˜ = const., the flow equations (37) are solved exactly by expressing higher-order flow parameters as powers of˜ ,
so the mode equations for v and u are reduced to
with solutions
where α and β are given by:
The integration constants are fixed by specifying appropriate boundary conditions. As in the case of inflation, the relevant boundary conditions correspond to canonical quantization of the perturbations and the selection of a vacuum state, which we take to be the usual BunchDavies vacuum. For a detailed discussion of the quantization of the functions v and u, see Ref. [36] : v and u are in fact canonical conjugates of one another, and the canonically quantized variable is v. Once v has been fixed by quantization and vacuum selection, the function u (which corresponds to the Bardeen potential Φ) is determined by applying the transformation (65). The asymptotic form of (89) for the short wavelength limit,˜ y → ∞, is given by:
Selecting the Bunch-Davies vacuum as the vacuum state of fluctuations in the ultraviolet limit,
requires that c 2 = 0. Canonical quantization fixes the other constant c 1 . The canonical commutation relation for v is
which corresponds to a Wronskian condition for the mode
The fully normalized solution for v is given by
which agrees with the result of [29] . Having the solution for v we use the exact transformation relation between u and v (65) to obtain u,
In the power law limit˜ =η, so we have
and (96) reduces to
Therefore the fully normalized solution for u is:
Note that the argument of the Bessel function is y/ (1 −˜ ) ˜ y. Therefore, mode freezing occurs wheñ
so that in a contracting universe with˜ 1, quantum modes freeze out and become classical well inside the Hubble length, k (aH). The power spectra for the curvature perturbation ζ and for the Newtonian potential Φ are obtained by taking the long-wavelength limit,
The spectral index is then calculated by differentiating the above equations with respect to k at constant time, aH = const. [37] ,
In the limit˜ → 0, the power spectrum for Φ approaches scale invariance, while the power-spectrum for ζ approaches the well-known result of a strongly blue spectrum n ζ = 3. For this case to represent a viable cosmological model, we must have mode mixing at the bounce, i.e. the growing mode for Φ in the contracting phase must map to the constant mode in the expanding phase. The scale-invariant solution of Wands [25] is simply the limit˜ = 2/3, which results in n ζ = 1, which requires no mode mixing at the bounce.
In the next section, we solve for the perturbations in the limit dual to the slow-roll limit of inflation.
C. Dual-slow roll limit
The power-law case discussed in the previous section has˜ =η, and allows exact solution of the background and perturbation equations. This is the dual analog of the power-law limit of inflation, with = η. The slow roll limit of inflation is distinct, with and η independent, but both small. In this section, we consider the dual of the slow roll limit, such that the dual parameters are independent and small:
=η,˜ ,η 1.
Solving the mode equations in the dual-slow roll limit is more involved. Unlike the power law case where the term proportional to first order derivative of the mode function vanishes since˜ =η, in the dual-slow roll limit this term persists and therefore the Bunch-Davies vacuum is not the vacuum state for equation (74) . For this term to vanish, and to obtain a consistent mode equation, we use a new parameter x which is related to the dimensionless parameter y by:
Therefore there is an identical relation between this new dimensionless parameter x and τ as that between y and τ ,
The second derivatives are related by:
Hence the mode equation in terms of this new variable is:
To have a well-formulated Bessel equation we need to write the variable˜ y in the coefficients in terms of x. We have a differential relation between the two variables. We can expand x as an infinite series in flow parameters by integrating by parts,
Therefore, to first order in the flow parameters,
We then get a dual-slow roll mode equation,
with solution
Similar to the power law case, the choice of Bunch-Davies vacuum as the vacuum state of fluctuations and canonical quantization of v gives the fully normalized solution,
Once again the solution for v can be placed in (65) to find u. The transformation from v to u in this case is
The fully normalized solution for u is then
The equations for the power spectra for ζ and Φ are the same as in the power law case (101,102) except that the indices α and β are different and are given by (114) and (119). The corresponding spectral indices are:
This can be compared to the result for the case of inflation,
The power spectrum for the Bardeen potential Φ is therefore invariant under the duality →˜ , η →η connecting inflationary and cyclic cosmology. In the next section, we consider the recently proposed "Adiabatic Ekpyrosis" scenario.
D. Adiabatic Ekpyrosis
Khoury and Steinhardt have recently proposed the Adiabatic Ekpyrosis scenario [17] , which is a contracting universe producing a scale-invariant spectrum for the curvature perturbation ζ. In Adiabatic Ekpyrosis, the parameter evolves with time as:
with a(t) approximately constant, so that
which results in a scale-invariant power spectrum for ζ.
In this section we use the dual flow formalism to generalize this solution to a family of solutions parametrized by the second flow parameterη.
To construct the required class of solutions, note that the flow equations (36) are solved by the following ansatz:
This is the dual of the non-slow-roll inflationary solutions considered in Refs. [37] [38] [39] [40] , and does not require the parameterη to be small, only constant. This is an exact solution for˜ exactly vanishing, and approximate for˜ 1. We solve for the quantum mode v k using the mode equation (109), in terms of the variable dx ≡˜ dy. However, forη = const. ∼ O(1), the expansion (110) cannot be truncated after one term as in Eq. (111). This can be seen by writing the first flow equation to lowest order in˜ ,
The series of partial integrations in Eq. (110) is then an infinite series inη,
The mode equation (109) is then
with normalized solution
The transformation (116) in this limit becomes
The spectral indices for ζ and Φ are then, forη < −1/2,
Therefore forη = −1, the power spectra for ζ and Φ are identical and scale-invariant. (This is not in contradiction to the discussion in Sec. IV A, since in Adiabatic Ekpyrosis, the equation of state w is changing rapidly.) It is straightforward to show thatη = −1 corresponds to the case = 1/˜ = (1/t 2 ) considered by Khoury and Steinhardt, since
Therefore, for t → 0,
The first flow equation is then
so thatη
and we recover the solution of Khoury and Steinhardt [17] as a special case of the solution (129). For |η| 1, we recover the dual-slow roll expressions
Adiabatic Ekpyrosis therefore generates a scale-invariant power spectrum for cosmological perturbations. However, Linde et al. have pointed out that this scenario suffers from problems of trans-Planckian curvatures and a breakdown of linear perturbation theory [41] .
In the next section, we consider the generation of tensor perturbations in contracting universes, and show that the tensor spectrum is generically blue, and tensors are strongly suppressed relative to the scale-invariant mode of the scalar spectrum.
E. Tensor perturbations
In this section, we calculate the spectrum of tensor (gravitational wave) perturbations produced in a contracting universe. To first order, the mode equation for tensor perturbations is:
Again changing the variable from τ to y, the mode equation for tensor perturbations is:
We first consider the case of power law contraction, =η = const.. In this limit, the mode equation is:
and the normalized solution is given by:
The power spectrum for tensors in the long-wavelength limit is then
The spectral index for tensor perturbations is
The tensor spectrum in a contracting universe is therefore strongly blue, with n T ∼ 2, and has the same spectral index as the curvature perturbation ζ (103), n T = n ζ −1. This means we can define an analog of the tensor/scalar ratio in inflation, r ζ , as:
where we have used Eq. (101) for the power spectrum of the curvature perturbation ζ. This is exactly the dual of the inflationary expression r = 16 . However, in a collapsing universe with˜ 1, tensors are enhanced relative to the curvature perturbation, rather than suppressed as in the case of inflation. Nevertheless, both the tensor and curvature perturbations are suppressed relative to the Bardeen potential Φ, since
Noting that
in the nearly scale-invariant limit˜ 1,
This makes physical sense, since both P ζ and P T are constant modes on superhorizon scales [37] ,
while P Φ is a growing mode,
The ratio r ζ is therefore constant, but the ratio r Φ is negligible on superhorizon scales, y 1. In dual-slow roll limit, the mode equation is given by:
The fully normalized solution is then
which is the same as the solution (145) in the power law case except that the order of Hankel function γ is:
which can be seen as the small-˜ limit of Eq. (146). The tensor spectral index is then
The tensor/scalar ratio r Φ is given by (150) with α and γ given by (119) and (157). Having
in the dual-slow roll limit,˜ 1 andη 1, the tensor/scalar ratio reduces to an expression identical to the power-law case,
In both the power-law and dual-slow roll cases, the tensor spectrum has a suppressed amplitude relative to the Bardeen potential Φ, but has constant amplitude relative to the curvature perturbation ζ. The prediction of cyclic cosmology for the tensor/scalar ratio is therefore highly dependent on the presence or absence of mode mixing in the transition from a contracting universe to an expanding universe. Finally, we consider the case of Adiabatic Ekpyrosis. The long-wavelength asymptotic limits for the power spectra in ζ and Φ are:
The constants β and α are given by Eq. (130) and Eq. (132), respectively. The tensor/scalar ratios for ζ and Φ are then
In the scale-invariant limit,˜ 1 andη −1, the tensor/scalar ratios are
The tensor/scalar ratio is strongly suppressed for both ζ and Φ.
V. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown by several authors [25, [29] [30] [31] that there exist dualities between the contracting and expanding cosmologies in their predictions for primordial perturbations. In this paper we have considered the duality of Boyle et al. and Lidsey [29, 31] , which corresponds to an exchange of the scale factor a(φ) and Hubble Parameter H(φ). The comoving Hubble horizon d H = (a(φ)H(φ)) −1 is invariant under this duality and therefore identical perturbation spectra can be produced in inflating and contracting cosmologies. We have introduced a self-consistent flow hierarchy for contracting cosmologies and have shown that the flow equations are invariant under this duality.
After studying the evolution of a contracting background in terms of the flow parameters we have investigated the evolution of the cosmological perturbations. The mode equations of perturbations in the gaugeinvariant Bardeen potential Φ, corresponding to the Newtoian potential, are second order differential equations, and therefore have two solutions: a constant and growing/decaying mode. In the expanding phase the nonconstant mode is decaying and the physically relevant mode is the constant mode. This constant mode of perturbations in the Bardeen potential maps onto the curvature perturbation ζ, so that we can follow ζ, which is conserved on superhorizon scales, to track the perturbations. However, in a corresponding contracting phase, the non-constant mode is a growing mode, which does not contribute to perturbations in ζ. Therefore, in a contracting phase we must follow Φ as well as ζ to completely describe cosmological perturbations. Having derived the general mode equations for perturbations in ζ and Φ, we solved the equations in three approximate limits: powerlaw contraction, dual-slow roll, and Adiabatic Ekpyrosis. In the power-law limit our result is in agreement with the existing results in the literature. In the slow-roll limit, our calculation of the spectral indices indicates that the spectral index of Bardeen potential is invariant under this duality since:
which has the same form as the spectral index of the Bardeen potential in inflation:
In contrast, ζ has highly blue spectrum,
In the case of Adiabatic Ekpyrosis [17] , both ζ and Φ acquire nearly scale-invariant spectra,
where the scale-invariant limit isη = −1.
We also defined the analog of the tensor/scalar ratio r in inflation, for contracting models. We have shown that the tensor/scalar ratio for the curvature perturbation is invariant under the duality, r ζ 16 .
However for the Bardeen potential in both the power law and dual-slow roll limits, the tensor spectrum is suppressed relative to Bardeen potential,
In the case of Adiabatic Ekpyrosis, tensors are suppressed relative to both ζ and Φ,
What we have calulated in this paper are the spectra of cosmological perturbations in contracting cosmologies before the bounce and subsequent cosmological expansion. A central issue remains: how do these primordial spectra translate into perturbations after the bounce? If there is no mode mixing at the bounce, the constant mode ζ in the contracting phase will match to the corresponding constant mode in the expanding phase, whereas the growing mode Φ will match to a decaying mode in the expanding phase [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . In such a situation, the mode of physical interest is ζ, and the contracting dual of slow roll inflation predicts a strongly blue power spectrum, inconsistent with the data. However, the matching of modes at the bounce is known to be highly modeldependent [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , and the scale-invariant growing mode Φ can be mapped to the constant mode ζ in the expanding phase. (It has even been shown that certain types of bounce can process the primordial power spectra in a scale-dependent fashion [61] [62] [63] .) Furthermore, the predictions of this class of models with respect to the primordial tensor/scalar ratio are also dependent on the details of mode mixing at the bounce, since the ratio r Φ (171) is generically strongly suppressed, but the ratio r ζ (170) can be observably large. Therefore, it is necessary to specify in detail the physics of the bounce in order to translate the primordial power spectra generated in the contracting phase to their counterparts in the expanding phase. It remains a tantalizing prospect that bouncing cosmologies can provide a fully viable alternative to inflation.
